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Abstract
In this article we present a brief introduction to the kinematical
setup that underlies the quantization used in loop quantum gravity.
This review has been published as a chapter in the monograph "Loop
Quantum Gravity: The First 30 Years", edited by Abhay Ashtekar
and Jorge Pullin, that was recently published in the series "100 Years
of General Relativity" [1].
1 Canonical Quantization of General Relativity
With their seminal work in 1960 on the canonical formulation of general rel-
ativity, nowadays called the ADM-formalism, Arnowitt, Deser and Misner
[2] provided the background for research which focused on the question how
general relativity can be quantized using the technique of canonical quan-
tization. In the covariant formulation of general relativity the elementary
variable is a Lorentzian metric gµν , where we use the signature (3, 1), on a
four-dimensional differentiable manifold M. The equation of motion for gµν
are given by Einstein’s equations and encode the dynamics of general rela-
tivity. In the context of the ADM-formalism the four-dimensional space time
(M, gµν) is replaced by a 3+1-dimensional picture, using that for globally
hyperbolic space times their topology is of the form M ≃ R ×M [3] and
one associates R with time and M with space. Hence, the four-dimensional
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manifold M is considered as a foliation of three-dimensional space-like hy-
persurfaces Xt(M) labelled by a parameter t ∈ R, where Xt : M → M is
an embedding of the spatial manifold M into M. A particular choice of
time and space would break diffeomorphism invariance and therefore in the
framework of the ADM-formalism one does not choose a particular foliation
but considers all possible ones. In the canonical framework the elementary
configuration variables are the pull back of the metric gµν onto M denoted
by qab from now on, also called the ADM 3-metric. The conjugate momenta,
denoted by pab, are related to the extrinsic curvature of the space-like hyper-
surfaces Xt(M). The diffeomorphism invariance of the theory has the conse-
quence that general relativity is a constrained Hamiltonian theory meaning
that in addition to the Hamiltonian equation of motion for qab and p
ab the
theory possesses constraints, which are additional equations on phase space,
that qab and p
ab have to satisfy. Therefore the constraints select out of the
kinematical degrees of freedom (qab, p
ab), which still include gauge degrees of
freedom, the physical degrees of freedom. In the case of the ADM-formalism
these constraints are called Hamiltonian and (spatial) diffeomorphism con-
straint. The latter generates diffeomorphisms within the spatial hypersurface
M and the Hamiltonian constraints are generating diffeomorphisms orthogo-
nal to the hypersurface. Note that in the case of the Hamiltonian constraint
this is only true on shell, that is when the constraints are satisfied, and in
addition when the equation of motion are fulfilled. Furthermore, general rel-
ativity is in this sense special as its Hamiltonian consists entirely of a linear
combination of the constraints and therefore general relativity is called a
fully constrained theory. This property has to be taken into account when
one discusses the notion of observables, that is gauge invariant quantities, in
the context of general relativity, see for instance [4, 5].
As far as the quantization of theories with constraints is considered, there ex-
ist two different approaches to formulate the quantum theory. One, known
as Dirac quantization, goes back to Dirac [6] and is based on the idea to
quantize the entire kinematical phase space including the gauge degrees of
freedom yielding the so called kinematical Hilbert space Hkin. Let us denote
the set of classical constraints by {CI} with I ∈ I where I denotes some
arbitrary index set. Then the physical sector of the theory is constructed
in the quantum theory by implementing all classical constraints {CI} as op-
erators {CˆI} on Hkin and requiring that physical states ψ are those, which
are annihilated by all constraints operators, that is CˆIψ = 0 for all I ∈ I .
These physical states are elements of the so called physical Hilbert space
Hphys. The second approach called reduced quantization follows the strat-
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egy to solve the constraints already at the classical level. In doing so, one
obtains the reduced or also called physical phase space whose elementary
variables are called observables because there are gauge invariant quantities
and do not include gauge degrees of freedom any longer. Then one quantizes
the physical phase space, which corresponds to the task of finding suitable
representations of the algebra of observables leading directly to the physical
Hilbert space Hphys. In addition one is only interested in those representa-
tions which also allow to implement the dynamics of those observables in the
quantum theory.
Now in practice one often does not exclusively follow Dirac or reduced quan-
tization but often combines both approaches. If for example the classical
constraints are complicated to solve, Dirac quantization might be of ad-
vantage as long one is able to solve the corresponding quantum constraint
equations. On the other hand, if one is able to reduce the constraints at the
classical level, one quantizes only the physical phase space and has thus a
direct access to the physical Hilbert space one is finally interested in in both
approaches. The technical difficulty in the reduced quantization occurs when
the resulting algebra of observables has a much more complicated structure
than the corresponding kinematical one because it might be impossible to
find representations of the algebra and hence to formulate the quantum the-
ory at all.
As far as the ADM-variables are concerned one has mainly followed the
Dirac quantization procedure and used standard Schrödinger quantization
techniques known from other quantum field theories to construct the corre-
sponding kinematical Hilbert space Hkin for general relativity [7]. If we de-
note the diffeomorphism constraint by CDiff and the Hamiltonian constraint
by C then one needs to find quantum states ψ(qab) that satisfy CˆDiffψ(qab) = 0
and Cˆψ(qab) = 0. The latter equation involving the Hamiltonian constraint
is also known as the Wheeler–DeWitt equation. However, this quantization
of general relativity has to be understood rather at a formal level because
not all details about the measure underlying Hkin have been worked out.
Also, using ADM-variables and the standard Schrödinger representation it
has up to now not been shown that the Hamiltonian constraint operator can
be implemented on Hkin as a well defined operator. Exactly these difficulties
have been the starting point for reconsidering the canonical quantization of
general relativity from a different angle. We will see in the next section that
a different choice of elementary variables, called connection or Ashtekar vari-
ables, to describe the canonical formulation of general relativity will allow to
formulate the kinematical Hilbert space Hkin for general relativity not only
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at the formal level and will allow to implement all constraints of general
relativity as operators on Hkin.
2 General Relativity in Connection Variables
The motivation for deriving a formulation of general relativity in terms of
connection variables is that it allows to describe general relativity in a lan-
guage very close the language that is used in other quantum field theories
for which already powerful quantization techniques exist.
The starting point for the connection formulation is to describe general
relativity in terms of frames. A frame field denoted by eI := e
µ
I ∂µ with
I = 0, 1, 2, 3 defines a basis of the tangent space TpM at each point p of M.
Here we will discuss the connection formulation by starting already with
the ADM 3+1-split of the space-time and therefore work with frame fields,
which are a point dependents basis for the tangent space TpM associated
with the 3 dimensional manifold M . Usually one works with orthonormal
frames, meaning that ej := e
a
j∂a with j = 1, 2, 3 satisfy
〈ej , ek〉 = eaj ebkqab = ηij, (1)
where ηjk denotes the components of the Euclidian metric on R
3 and eaj is
called triad or 3-bein respectively. Given a frame field, we can define the
(inverse) 3-metric in terms of the triads
qab = eaj e
b
kη
jk. (2)
Conversely, qab defines a triad, however only up to SO(3)-rotations. Likewise
to a frame we can also introduce a co-frame field ej := ejadxa being a point
dependent basis for the co-tangent space T ∗pM . At each point in M we can
view eaj and e
j
a as non-singular matrices. Using the isomorphism between the
Lie-algebras of su(2) and so(3) we can regard eja as an su(2)-valued one-form.
When we take this point of view we have to replace ηij by the Killing metric
of su(2), which we will also denote by ηij. Since the co-frame is at each point
the dual basis of the frame we have
ηjk = e
j(ek) = e
j
ae
b
kdx
a(∂b) = e
j
ae
b
kδ
a
b = e
j
ae
a
k. (3)
Furthermore, we have
δab = q
acqcb = e
a
j e
c
kη
jkemc e
b
nδmn = e
a
j e
b
nη
jkδmk δmn = e
a
j e
j
b. (4)
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Due to the additional SO(3) freedom encoded in the triads the passage from
the ADM-phase space to the frame formulation is not a canonical transfor-
mation but an extension of the ADM phase space. The elementary variable
we will work with is not the triad itself but its densitized version, which is
an su(2)-valued vector density of weight one, denoted by Eaj and defined as
Eaj :=
√
det(q)eaj , (5)
where det(q) = det(q−1)−1 = det(e)−2 is understood as a function of the
triads. The densitized triads will be the momentum variables in the new
phase space. As mentioned before in the ADM phase space the canonically
conjugate momenta to qab are related to the extrinsic curvature, which we
will denote by Kab. The canonically conjugate configuration variable to the
densitized triad is given by
Kja := Kabe
b
kη
jk, (6)
which is, like eja, a su(2)-valued one-form.
For the reason that we have extended the ADM phase space by additional
rotational degrees of freedom encoded in the (co)-frames we obtain the so
called rotational constraints given by
Gj = ǫjkℓK
k
aE
a
ℓ , (7)
which ensure, that on shell we obtain again the ADM phase space. Given
the canonical pair (Kja, Eaj ) we obtain the Ashtekar variables by applying
two canonical transformations. The first one is a rescaling of the elementary
variables, which introduces the so called Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ 6=
0 ∈ C into the classical theory
Kja → (γ)Kja := γKja Eaj → (γ)Eaj :=
1
γ
Eaj . (8)
The second canonical transformation involves the spin connection, which
we briefly discuss before describing the canonical transformation. Given
the metric qab on M there exists a unique Levi-Cevita connection ∇, also
called covariant derivative, which is metric compatible, that is ∇qab = 0
and torsion-free, that is Γabc = Γ
a
cb, where Γ
a
bc are the Christoffel symbols
associated with qab. Once we introduce triads we have to consider tensors
having spatial as well as su(2) indices and therefore we extend the covariant
derivative onto tensors with mixed indices by defining
∇atbj := ∂atbj + Γbactcj + Γ ka jtbk, (9)
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with Γajk = −Γakj so that Γa is an antisymmetric matrix and takes values
in so(3). The extension to arbitrary tensors is obtained by linearity, the
Leibniz rule and the requirements that ∇a commutes with contractions. If
we extend the metric compatibility ∇aqbc = 0 to ∇aebj = 0 we can express
Γ ka j in terms of the (co)-triads and the Christoffel-symbols Γ
a
bc given by
Γ ja k = −ebk
(
∂ae
j
b − Γcabejc
)
.
Since Γa takes values in so(3), we can use a basis of so(3) denoted by
{T1, T2, T3} with (Ti)jk = ǫikj to expand Γa as ΓjaTj with Γja being the
the spin connection. Note that we can also consider Ti as the generators of
su(2) in the adjoint representation since there exists an isomorphism between
su(2) in the adjoint and so(3) in the defining representation. Using the spin
connection we can now perform the second canonical transformation, which
is an affine transformation, and finally leads to the connection or nowadays
also called Ashtekar variables
(γ)Kja → (γ)Aja := Γja + (γ)Kja (γ)Eaj → (γ)Eaj . (10)
Although Γja has, as a function of Eaj , a complicated form it was proven [8, 9],
that ((γ)Aja, (γ)Eaj ) build indeed a canonical pair and satisfy the following
Poisson algebra
{(γ)Aja(x), (γ)Akb (y)} = {(γ)Eaj (x), (γ)Ebk(y)} = 0 (11)
{(γ)Aja(x), (γ)Ebk(y)} = kδjkδbaδ3(x, y), (12)
where k = 8πGN with GN being Newton’s constant. In order to absorb the
factor k occurring above in the definition of the elementary variables we use
(γ)P aj :=
1
k
(γ)Ebk(y) (13)
as the canonically conjugate momentum to (γ)Aja(x) in the following.
Let us briefly comment on the role of the Barbero-Immirzi-parameter. For
each choice of γ we obtain a different set of canonical variables to coordina-
tize the phase space of general relativity. At this point the choice is arbitrary
but might be determined from other physical situations like for instance the
computation of the black hole entropy (see the chapter by Barbero and Perez
in [1]). In the literature different choices of γ have been discussed, as for ex-
ample γ = ±i [8] and γ ∈ R [10] and γ ∈ C [11]. The choice γ = ±i is
special in the sense that in this case the Hamiltonian constraint simplifies
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in the sense that i.) The Hamiltonian constraint –and consequently its later
quantization– simplifies and ii.) on classical solutions (γ)Aja has the natu-
ral geometric meaning of the restriction to M of the self-dual part of the
space-time Lorentz connection. However, in this case the connection (γ)Aja
is complex leading to an additional reality condition for (γ)Aja whose imple-
mentation on the quantum level is highly non-trivial. Therefore currently,
one mainly works with real γ and real connection variables. From now on
we will drop the label (γ) and just use (Aja, P aj ) in order to keep our notation
more clearly and always keep in mind that the construction of the Ashtekar
variables involves the Barbero-Immirzi-parameter.
As mentioned in the last section the introduction of the Ashtekar variables
allows to describe general relativity very close to the language of other gauge
theories used in quantum field theory and this point will become clear when
we discuss the form of the constraints in terms of Ashtekar variables. We saw
that with the extension of the ADM phase space we obtained the rotational
constraint in (7). Expressed in terms of (Aja, P aj ) it has the form
Gj = ∂aE
a
j + ǫ
ℓ
jk A
k
aP
a
ℓ =: DaP aj , (14)
where we introduced a new covariant derivative D, that involves instead
of the spin connection the SU(2) connection Aja. In terms of these new
variables the rotational constraints have the form of an SU(2) Gauss law
known from Yang-Mills gauge theory. Hence, in terms of the connection
variables general relativity can be understood as a SU(2) gauge theory. The
remaining constraint, that were already present in the ADM-formalism, are
the (spatial) diffeomorphism constraint Ca and the Hamiltonian constraint
C. Using the connection variables and considering the Gj = 0 constraint
hypersurface, these are given by
Ca = F jabP bj C =
kγ2
2
ǫ mnj P
a
mP
b
n√
det(q)
(
F jab − (1 + γ2)ǫjkℓKkaKmb
)
, (15)
where we dropped the term proportional to the Gauss constraint in Ca and
F jab is the curvature associated with the connection A
j
a
F jab = ∂aA
j
b − ∂bAja + ǫjkℓAkaAℓb (16)
and Kja = A
j
a − Γja is considered as a function of (A,P ) and det(q) as a
function of P . Let us introduce the smeared version of the above constraints
CG(Λ) :=
∫
M
d3x(ΛjGj)(x), CDiff( ~N) :=
∫
M
d3x(NaCa)(x) C(N) :=
∫
M
d3x(NC)(x).
(17)
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Here Λj is lie-algebra-valued smearing field and N and Na are the lapse
function and the shift vector respectively, which in the ADM-formalism are
related to the 00 and 0a components of the (inverse) metric gµν by
g00 = N−2, g0a = N−2Na. (18)
An aspect that will be later important when the quantization of the (smeared)
constraints is discussed is that they satisfy the following constraint algebra
{CG(Λ), CG(Λ)} = CG(Λ), {CG(Λ), CDiff( ~N )} = −CG(L ~NΛ), (19)
{CDiff( ~N), CDiff( ~N ′)} = CDiff(L ~N ~N ′), {CG(Λ), C(N)} = 0 (20)
{C(N), C(N ′)} = −CDiff(~S), Sa :=
P aj P
b
kη
jk
|det(q)|
(
NN ′,b −N ′N′b
)
.(21)
The subalgebra of C(N) and CDiff( ~N) encodes the diffeomorphism invari-
ance at the canonical level and can be also derived from purely geometrical
considerations [12], see also the discussion in the chapter by Laddha and
Varadarajan in [1]. It will play a pivotal role in the quantization of the
constraint operators because one requires that the corresponding constraint
operators satisfy an analogue commutator algebra in order to carry over the
classical symmetries into the quantum theory.
Let us finally summarize: We have formulated general relativity in terms of
connection variables (A,P ). The corresponding action in the 3+1-picture is
given by
S =
∫
R
dt
∫
M
d3x
(
A˙jaP
j
a −
(
ΛjGj +NC +NaCa
))
. (22)
The ’Hamiltonian’ H is given by
H = CG(Λ) + C(N) + CDiff( ~N) (23)
and, as mentioned before, is a linear combination of constraints only. The
Hamiltonian equation of motion
A˙ja(x) = {Aja(x),H}, P˙ aj (x) = {P aj (x),H} (24)
together with the constraints
CG(Λ) = 0, C(N) = 0, CDiff( ~N ) = 0 (25)
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are completely equivalent to Einstein’s equations in vacuum
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 0. (26)
For the reason that the ’Hamiltonian’ H vanishes on the constraint hypersur-
face, the evolution generated by H is interpreted as gauge transformations
and not as a physical evolution. A discussion how physical evolution can be
implemented in the context of general relativity in the framework of observ-
ables can for instance be found in [13].
We have discussed the connection formulation for space-times of dimension
4. In D+1 dimensions a spatial metric has D(D+1)2 degrees of freedom, while
a frame in D dimensions includes D2 degrees of freedom. Consequently, we
need D2− (D(D−1)2 = D(D+1)2 constraints in order to recover the correspond-
ing ADM formulation in D + 1 dimensions. Note that D(D+1)2 is precisely
the dimension of SO(D) and thus it would be a natural choice for a gauge
group here. However, an SO(D) connection has D
2(D−1)
2 degrees of freedom
and the only dimension for D in which the number of degrees of freedom of
the D-bein and the SO(D) connection coincide is the special case D = 3.
However, this does not mean, that there exists no connection variable for-
mulation in higher dimensions. Recently, it has been shown that one can
introduce a different extension of the ADM phase space and formulate gen-
eral relativity in terms of SO(D+1) Yang Mills variables [14]. In order to
match the degrees of freedom of the ADM phase space and thus general rel-
ativity, the formulation in [14] includes additional constraints, that have to
be implemented.
Although we have restricted our discussion to the vacuum case here, the
connection formulation can be generalized to gravity coupled to matter by
simply performing a 3+1-split also for the matter action [15] and see also
[16] for a pedagogical introduction to this topic. We then obtain further
degrees of freedom in phase space describing the matter part of the theory.
The constraints and hence also the ’Hamiltonian’ will then include additional
contributions from the matter degrees of freedom. In the next section we
will also restrict the discussion for simplicity to the vacuum case and show
how a quantum theory for the connection formulation can be constructed.
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3 Holonomy Flux Algebra and its Representation(s)
The connection formulation of general relativity discussed in the last section
is the classical starting point for loop quantum gravity. Before we explain in
detail how this works for the connection formulation of general relativity let
us briefly recall how canonical quantization is used in quantum mechanics.
3.1 Canonical Quantization in Quantum Mechanics
In quantum mechanics we choose as the classical starting point the phase
space coordinatized by (qj , pj), that satisfy the so called Heisenberg algebra
{qj , qk} = 0 {pj , pk} = 0 {qj , pk} = δjk. (27)
To formulate the quantum theory, we introduce an abstract ∗-algebra1 U
of operators generated by qˆ, pˆ and 1A. Since we want to replace Poisson
brackets by commutators in the quantum theory we set
[qˆj , pˆk] =: i~ ̂{qj , pk} (qˆj)∗ = qj (pˆj)∗ = pj, (28)
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The task is now to find a
representation of this abstract ∗-algebra, that is a map π : A → L(H) from
the algebra into the subalgebra of linear operators on a Hilbert space H,
which has the following properties
π(caˆ+ c′aˆ′) = cπ(aˆ) + c′π(aˆ′) π(aˆaˆ′) = π(aˆ)π(aˆ′) π(a∗) = π(aˆ)†, (29)
where a is an element of the algebra generated by {qj , pj,1A}, † denotes the
adjoint operation and π furthermore has to satisfy
[π(qˆj), π(pˆk)] = i~π(1A) = i~1H.
In the case of quantum mechanics (QM) the representation is well known
and called the Schrödinger representation. The Hilbert space H is H =
L2(R
3, d3x) and the explicit form of the representation is
(π(qˆj)ψ)(x) = xjψ(x) (π(pˆj)ψ)(x) = −i~ ∂ψ
∂xj
(x). (30)
1A ∗-algebra is an algebra with an involutions, that is a map ∗ : A → A a 7→ a∗ with
the following properties (ca + c′a′)∗ = ca∗ + c′a′∗, (aa′)∗ = a′∗a∗ and (a∗)∗ = a for all
a, a′ ∈ U, c, c′ ∈ R.
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Hence, the configuration variables become multiplication and the momenta
derivation operators. We realize that formulating the classical theory re-
quires two main choices for any quantum theory. The first choice is the
classical Poisson algebra, that we take as a starting point for the quantiza-
tion. Different choices will in general lead to different algebras and therefore
finally also to different quantum theories. Secondly, even if we restrict our
discussion to one particular choice of the classical Poisson algebra, in gen-
eral there exists more than one possible representation of this algebra. Any
of those representations can in principle define a different quantum theory,
unless they are unitary equivalent. We call two representations π1 and π2
unitary equivalent if there exists an unitary operator U : H1 →H2 such that
Uπ1(aˆ)U
−1 = π2(aˆ) for all aˆ ∈ A. In the context of QM the famous Stone-
von-Neumann uniqueness theorem states that under very weak assumptions
on the representation the Schrödinger representation is up to unitary equiv-
alence the unique representation for QM. This theorem was announced by
Stone in 1930 and the first complete proof was given by von Neumann [17].
The actual proof uses the Weyl- instead of the Heisenberg-algebra, whose
generators are the exponentiated versions of the qj’s and pj’s discussed above.
However, since one of the assumptions for the representation is that it should
be weakly continuous, the operators qˆj and pˆj also exists in this representa-
tion and one can also recover the Heisenberg commutation relations coming
from the Weyl-algebra. So far we have only considered kinematical require-
ments for the choice of the representation. Of course the dynamics plays as
an important role as it does in the classical theory. Therefore, we are only
interested in those representations that allow to implement the generators
of the classical dynamics as operators. In the case of standard QM, this is
the Hamiltonian, which usually is a polynomial on phase space. Hence, in
the Schrödinger representation the corresponding operators can be imple-
mented. In the case of general relativity using Dirac quantization we have
to find representations for which the classical constraints can be quantized
on the kinematical Hilbert space. We will see in the following discussion,
that this requirement forces us to introduce a different representation than
the usual Fock representation used in standard quantum field theory.
3.2 The Holonomy–Flux–Algebra A
Now we take the connection formulation of general relativity as our classical
starting point for the quantization. The difference with classical mechanics is
that general relativity is a field theory and hence the variables (Aja(x), P aj (x))
are too singular to be directly promoted to operators. Therefore one quan-
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tizes not (Aja(x), P aj (x)) themselves but particular smeared versions of these
elementary variables. In the case of standard canonical quantum field the-
ory, one uses a 3 dimensional smearing over M for the basic field variables
and their conjugate momenta. However, this kind of smearing is defined
with respect to a particular background metric. For general relativity we
will choose a different way of smearing (Aja(x), P aj (x)), which in particular
has the property to be independent of any background metric and leads to
basic variables similar to those used in ordinary lattice gauge theory. The
SU(2)-connection Aja is an su(2)-valued one-form and thus it is natural to
integrate the connection along oriented curves e : [0, 1] →M,s 7→ e(s) in M ,
which we call edges. If we further take the path-ordered exponential of this
integral, we obtain the holonomy associated with the connection A given by
A(e) := P exp(
∫
e
A) (31)
= 12 +
∞∑
n=0
1∫
0
ds1
1∫
s1
ds2 · · ·
1∫
sn−1
dsnA(e(s1))A(e(s2)) · · ·A(e(sn)),(32)
where A(e(si)) := A
j
a(e(si))τje
a(si) and τj denotes a basis of su(2). Let
us consider an edge e : [0, 1] → M,s 7→ e(s) in M with beginning point
b(e) = e(0) and final point f(e) = e(1) and let t ∈ [0, 1]. Then the holonomy
A(e) = A(e, 1) is the unique solution of the following differential equation
d
dt
A(e, t) = A(e, t)Aja(e(t))τj e˙
a(t) with A(e, 0) = 12 (33)
which describes the parallel transport from b(e) to f(e) along the edge e.
In our case the holonomy is an element of the group SU(2). Under the
composition of two edges e1 ◦ e2, for which the final and beginning point are
the same and under the inversion of edges e−1, the holonomy behaves as
A(e1 ◦ e2) = A(e1)A(e2) A(e−1) = A−1(e). (34)
Note that e−1 is obtained from e by reversing the orientation of the edge.
Similar variables are also used in ordinary lattice gauge theory with the cor-
responding connections of the gauge theories of the standard model. The
reason for this is that the holonomies transform very simply under gauge
transformations. While the connection transforms as Ag = gAg−1 − dgg−1
under SU(2) gauge transformation, the transformed holonomy is Ag(e) =
g(e(0))A(e)g(e(1))−1 = g(b(e))A(e)g(f(e))−1 . Hence, the transformation
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acts only at the beginning and final points of the curve and this simple be-
havior is of advantage when later gauge invariant quantities in the quantum
theory will be constructed. For instance the famous Wilson-loop defined
as Tr(P exp(∮
β
A)) is the holonomy of a given connection A along a closed
loop β and one example of a gauge invariant observable because the trace
allows to cyclic permute the matrices and b(e) = f(e) for a loop so that
g(f(e))−1g(b(e)) = 1G can be used, where 1G denotes the unit element in
the gauge group G. Considering the conjugate variable P aj also here ex-
ists a –from the geometric perspective– natural smearing. The densitized
triad P aj is a su(2)-valued vector density of weight +1. Introducing a su(2)-
valued smearing field f j, P a(f) := f jP aj is vector density and hence dual
to a (pseudo-) 2-form in three dimensions, using that ǫabc carries density
weight -1. Given this (pseudo-) 2-form the natural smearing is over two-
dimensional surfaces, thus we define the conjugate variables, the so called
(electric) fluxes2 as
P (S, f) =
∫
S
f j(∗P )j =
∫
S
f jǫabcP
a
j dx
b ∧ dxc. (35)
If one computes the Poisson bracket between the holonomies and fluxes the
result depends on the position of the edge e relative to the surface S. In
order to discuss this in detail we introduce the notion of an elementary edge.
We have to consider 4 different cases for the elementary edges. If S ∩ e = 0
we call and edge of type out. If S ∩ e = e and hence e lies entirely inside
S we call e of type in. If e is not of type in but S ∩ e 6= 0 we consider as
elementary edges only those, which have one intersection point, denoted by
p, with S in its end points. If e lies above S, we call e of type up and if e lies
below S of type down. Furthermore, we distinguish the cases where p is the
beginning point b(e) and the final point f(e) respectively. Any edge e can
be written as a composition of elementary edges by introducing appropriate
additional vertices. Using this classification we have
{A(e), P (S, f)} = −κ(S, e)
2
×
{
A(e)τjf
j(b(e)) if S ∩ e = b(e)
−τjf j(f(e))A(e) if S ∩ e = f(e),
(36)
2The name (electric) flux is due to the fact that in the canonical version of electrody-
namics the canonical momentum is precisely the electric fields and integrating it over a
surface gives the electric flux.
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with
κ(S, e) =

+1 if e of type up
0 if e of type in or out
−1 if e of type down.
(37)
As discussed in the context of QM, we have to find a suitable Poisson algebra,
which encodes the underlying classical theory. In the case of QM this was
the Heisenberg- and Weyl-algebra respectively. In both cases the Hilbert
space associated with the representation is an L2(R
3, d3x)-space, that is
the space of square integrable function over R3 with the standard Lesbegue
measure d3x on R3. Hence, we see for QM the Hilbert space underlying the
representation involves the construction of a measure on R3, which is the
classical configuration space for classical mechanics. For general relativity
we consider a classical field theory and in terms of the connection formulation
the classical configuration space A is the space of smooth connections. As
usual in canonical field theories, the quantum theory is not based on the
classical configuration space, but requires the introduction of a larger space,
that includes not only smooth connections but also so called generalized
or distributional connections and is called the quantum configuration space
denoted by A. Thus, for loop quantum gravity, we have to construct a
measure on the quantum configuration space. For this reason we will choose
our classical Poisson algebra in such a way that it can be easily extended
from the classical configuration space A to the quantum configuration space
A. For this purpose, we introduce so called cylindrical functions on A. So
far we have restricted our discussion to an arbitrary but single edge e. Now
we generalize this picture and introduce the notion of a graph α. A graph α
consists of a finite collection of edges {e1, · · · , en} in M , whereas the edges
intersect only in their beginning or final points. This intersection points are
called vertices of α. For a given graph α, we denote the set of edges by E(α)
and the set of vertices by V (α). In order to give the definition of a cylindrical
function, we denote the subset of connections associated with a graph α by
Aα ⊂ A. Aα contains all connections Aei associated with the edges {ei} of
the graph α. Then there exists a map
IE : Aα → SU(2)n with A ∈ Aα 7→ IE(A) := (A(e1), · · · , A(en)) (38)
and we can use the map IE to define smooth cylindrical functions
3 defined
with respect to a given graph α with edges {e1, · · · , en} as
fα(A) = Fα(IE(A)) = Fα(A(e1), · · · , A(en)), (39)
3Here a cylindrical function f is said to be smooth if any of its representatives fα on
Gn is smooth.
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where Fα : SU(2)
n → C is a C∞−function on n copies of SU(2). A function
f on A is said to be cylindrical if it can be written in the above form for some
graph α. Since each fα depends only on a finite number of holonomies, we
need to consider all possible graphs α, that can be embedded intoM in order
to describe the Poisson algebra underlying gravity in connection variables.
A graph α′ is said to be larger than a given graph α, if every edge e can be
written as a finite combination of edges e′i of α
′, that is e = e′s11 ◦ · · · ◦ e′sℓℓ
for some set of edges {e′i | i = 1, · · · , ℓ} of α′ where s = ±1. Note that every
function f on A, which is cylindrical with respect to a given graph α will
automatically be cylindrical with respect to any larger graph α′. This allows
to define an equivalence relation on
⋃
α
Cylα. Given f, f
′ ∈ ⋃
α
Cylα we can
find α,α′ such that f ∈ Cylα and f ′ ∈ Cylα′ . We say that f and f ′ are
equivalent, denoted by f ∼ f ′, provided that f, f ′ agree for all larger graphs
α′′ > α,α′. We define the space of smooth cylindrical functions on A as
Cyl :=
⋃
α
Cylα/ ∼ . (40)
Thus, Cyl consists of equivalence classes of functions on the spaces Cylα. Cyl
can be shown to be an Abelian C∗-algebra defined by pointwise operations
and with the supremum-norm. In order to choose the Poisson algebra under-
lying loop quantum gravity, we still have to discuss the conjugate momentum
variables associated with the smooth cylindrical functions on A. The latter
will be the flux vector fields on Cyl, which we denote by X(f, S) ∈ V (Cyl)
and which are the Hamiltonian vector fields of P (S, f), where V (Cyl) in-
cludes not only the Hamiltonian but all vector fields on Cyl. The action of
X(S, f) on fα is given by
(X(S, f)fα)(A) := ({fα, P (S, f)})(A) (41)
=
k
2
∑
e∈E(α)
κ(e, S)
2
{
A(e)τjf
j(b(e)) if S ∩ e = b(e)
−τjf j(f(e))A(e) if S ∩ e = f(e)
∂Fα({A(e)e∈E(α)})
∂A(e)AB
where A,B denote SU(2)-indices. Finally, we can now define the classical
Poisson algebra, which will be the starting point for our quantization in the
next section, and which is called the holonomy–flux algebra A:
• The classical Poisson algebra underlying loop quantum gravity is the
Lie ∗-subalgebra of Cyl× V (Cyl) generated by the smooth cylindrical
functions and flux vector fields on Cyl. The involution on the algebra
is just complex conjugation. This algebra is called the holonomy–flux
algebra and will be denoted by A.
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We will discuss the representation of the holonomy–flux algebra in the next
section.
4 The Ashtekar–Lewandowski Representation and
the kinematical Hilbert space of LQG
So far we have discussed smooth cylindrical functions on the classical config-
uration space A. For the derivation of the kinematical Hilbert space under-
lying the representation of the holonomy–flux algebra, we have to construct
a measure on the quantum configuration space A. The necessity of A can be
also understood from the following perspective: In order to obtain a kine-
matical Hilbert space H from Cyl, we need to take the Cauchy-completion
with respect to a norm defined on Cyl. This completion will include objects
as limit points, which cannot be understood as functions on A, but are more
general objects such as distributions on A. The strategy one adopts is to
look for a larger quantum configuration space A such that H is isomorphic
to an L2-space over A with respect to some measure on A. As we will see
below the action of the flux vector fields on Cyl can be easily extended from
cylindrical functions on A to cylindrical functions on A by the introduction
of left- and right-invariant vector fields on SU(2). A measure on A can be
defined by using the fact that any cylindrical function over a graph α can
be expressed via the map IE in (38) by means of functions F on SU(2)
n.
On SU(2)n a natural measure exists, using n copies of the Haar measure on
SU(2). This allows to firstly define a measure on Aα, which includes all, not
necessarily smooth connections {Aei} along the edges of the graph α, and
thus an inner product on Cylα for all α given by
〈fα, f˜α〉 :=
∫
SU(2)n
n∏
i=1
dµH(A(ei))Fα(A(e1), · · · , A(en))Fα(A(e1), · · · , A(en)),
(42)
where dµH(g) denotes the Haar measure on SU(2). Taking the closure of
Cylα with respect to the corresponding norm of the above defined inner
product, we obtain Hilbert spaces Hα := L2(Aα, dµα) for all graphs α. The
kinematical Hilbert space H can then be constructed using projective tech-
niques, because A can be understood as the projective limit of the Aα’s.
Given the measures µα on Aα, they can be used to construct a measure
denoted by µAL, called the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure, on A. For this
purpose, we have to discuss how an inner product can be defined in case the
functions fα′ , f˜α′′ are cylindrical with respect to two different graphs α
′ and
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α′′ respectively. Given this situation, we can use that Cyl has the property,
that we can always find a common graph α > α′, α′′ with respect to which
f, f˜ are cylindrical. Hence, we can use α to define an inner product for
fα′ , f˜α′′ . Here we associate trivial holonomies to fα′ and fα′′ respectively to
those edges in α, which are not contained in α′ and α′′ respectively. Cylin-
drical consistency ensures that the inner product on A does not depend on
the particular choice of the common graph α. For instance, if we take as the
common graph just the union α := α′ ∪ α′′, then the inner product defined
with respect to α should yield the same value as if the we further unify the
graph α with another graph α′′′ not contained in α′. Also, the inner product
should be the same for two graphs α and α˜ when α˜ can be obtained from
α just by subdividing edges of α by means of the introduction of additional
vertices. Thus, we define the inner product on A for f, f˜ ∈ Cyl as
〈fα, f˜α〉 :=
∫
SU(2)n
n∏
i=1
dµH(A(ei))Fα(A(e1), · · · , A(en))Fα(A(e1), · · · , A(en)),
(43)
where α is a common graph with respect to which f and f˜ are cylindrical.
Considering the closure of Cyl with respect to the corresponding norm gives
the kinematical Hilbert space H = L2(A, dµAL), which is the space of square
integrable functions over A with respect to the Ashtekar-Lewandowski mea-
sure. Now, given the kinematical Hilbert space H we can discuss the rep-
resentation π of the holonomy–flux algebra. The space Cyl is dense in H
and therefore we can define the action of the elementary operators in the
Ashtekar-Lewandowski representation on Cyl. The holonomy operators act
as multiplication operators and hence we obtain for cylindrical functions
(π(f)ψ)(A) = (fˆψ)(A) = f(A)ψ(A) (44)
for ψ ∈ H. The flux vector fields become derivation operators and their
explicit action is given by
(π(P (S, f))ψ)(A) = Pˆ (S, f)ψ(A) = (X(S, f)ψ)(A) (45)
for ψ ∈ H, that lie in the domain of Pˆ (S, f). We will express the righthand
side of the, equation above now by means of the left- and right-invariant
vector fields on SU(2) denoted by Lj and Rj respectively. Given a function
f : SU(2)→ C and g ∈SU(2) these are defined as
(Rjf)(g) :=
d
dt
(
f(etτjg)
)
t=0
(Ljf)(g) :=
d
dt
(
f(getτj )
)
t=0
. (46)
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Thus, we can define the action of the flux operators on fα in Cylα as
Pˆ (S, f)fα(A) =
~
2
∑
v∈V (α)
f j(v)
∑
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(e, S)Yˆ
(v,e)
j fα(A), (47)
with
Yˆ
(v,e)
j := 1H×1H×· · ·×1H×
{
iRej
−iLej
}
×1H×· · ·×1H, if
{
e outgoing at v
e ingoing at v
}
(48)
This finishes our discussion on the kinematical representation of loop quan-
tum gravity. The next subsection will briefly deal with the question whether
there exists other than the already introduced representation for the kine-
matical Hilbert space of loop quantum gravity.
4.1 Other Representations of the Holonomy–flux-algebra U
In the last section we discussed in detail how the kinematical representation
for loop quantum gravity looks like. As we have seen the algebra underly-
ing loop quantum gravity is the holonomy–flux algebra U and one possible
representation of this algebra is the Ashtekar-Lewandowski representation
(AL-representation) introduced above. In the context of quantum mechan-
ics we already briefly mentioned that given a choice of a classical algebra in
general more than one possible representation of the algebra exists and thus
in general different quantum theories can be obtained from the same classical
starting point. This is a particularly interesting aspect in the case of general
relativity since it is in contrast to quantum mechanics a field theory and for
those no Stone-Von Neumann theorem exists. As a consequence, in the con-
text of field theories, in principle, infinitely many unitarily non-equivalent
representations could exist. However, in practice finding representations of
a given algebra can be a challenging task and often we are happy to have
found one at all. Nevertheless it is an interesting question to ask what kind
of assumptions in the AL–representation have to be required in order to
make it, under those assumptions, the –up to unitary equivalence– unique
representation of the holonomy–flux algebra.
An answer to this question is given by the so called LOST-theorem [18, 19]
and yields progress in two directions. On the one hand, we learn what kind of
characteristic properties the AL-representations has and on the other hand,
we can try to look for new representations by violating one of those assump-
tions. What are the assumptions needed in the LOST-theorem? As required
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in most physical theories one of the assumptions is that the representation
should be irreducible. This means that any vector in H is a cyclic vector. A
cyclic vector Ω is a vector in H for which the set {π(a)Ω | a ∈ A} is dense in
H. The further assumptions are related to the (gauge) symmetries of general
relativity formulated in connection variables. As usual for quantum theories
one requires that the classical symmetries should be implemented by unitary
operators. In the context of the holonomy–flux algebra U the LOST theorem
includes an assumption on a positive linear functional on the holonomy–flux
algebra so that this is automatically fulfilled for the spatial diffeomorphisms
and the SU(2)-gauge transformations. The positive linear functional is used
in the context of the Gelfand–Naimark–Segal theorem to construct a cyclic
representation of U. Moreover, the LOST-theorem assumes that there is
at least one vector Ω ∈ H that is invariant under diffeomorphisms. These
assumptions are strong enough to restrict the number of possible representa-
tions of the holnomy-flux algebra, up to unitarily equivalence, to one single
representations, the AL-representation, which is summarized in the theorem
below [18, 19]
Theorem 1. There is only one cyclic representation of the holonomy–flux al-
gebra A with diffeomorphism invariant cyclic vector - the Ashtekar-Lewandowski
representation.
Characteristic properties of the AL-representation are:
• As we will see in section 6 so called geometric operators associated with
length, volume and area have purely discrete spectra, giving already an
idea that quantum geometry could yield to a new fundamental picture
of geometry.
• Although operators for the holonomy A(e) exist, there are no operators
representing the connection Aja directly in this representation.
• Similarly, also for the spatial diffeomorphisms the infinitesimal gener-
ators do not exist, but only finite diffeomorphisms are implemented as
unitary operators.
A different representation, that is not unitary equivalent to the AL-representation
was rather recently discussed in the literature and is the so called Koslowski-
Sahlmann representation (KS–representation) [20, 21, 22]. The way the
LOST-theorem is circumvented is that in the KS–representation the spa-
tial diffeomorphism are not implemented unitarily, as will be discussed more
in detail below. In the context of the above mentioned GNS theorem, asso-
ciated with the AL-representation is a so called GNS vacuum state, which
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in the case of AL-representation describes an extremely degenerate situa-
tion of an empty geometry. Here the smooth classical spatial geometry is
expected to arise through some coarse-graining procedure that describes the
transition from the deep quantum to the classical regime. Therefore an in-
teresting question is whether the observed smoothness of classical geometry
can already be described at the quantum level without applying any coarse-
graining. Following this idea Koslowski [20] considered a slight modification
of the AL-representation, in which he extended the representation of the
flux operators. In particularly, the representation of the fluxes is changed by
adding a c-number term
πP (0)(P (S, f)) = Pˆ (S, f)+P
(0)(S, f)1H with P
(0)(S, f) :=
∫
S
f j(∗P (0))j ,
(49)
where P (0)(S, f) is the classical value of the flux with respect to a background
geometry given by the densitized triad E(0) = kP (0). For this reason we
labeled the representation πP (0) by P
(0) in order to distinguish between the
AL– und KS–representation. The Hilbert space associated with πP (0) is the
same as in the AL-representation, that is HP (0) = H and the action of the
holonomies and the cylindrical function respectively agrees, thus
πP (0)(f) = π(f) = fˆ . (50)
Note that in the case P (0) = 0we recover the AL-representation. In this sense
the representations πP (0) can be understood as a family of representations,
with one member being the AL-representation. However, for other choices
than P (0) = 0 the AL- and the KS–representation are not unitarily equiv-
alent and therefore could in principle describe different physics. We have
already mentioned above that spatial diffeomorphism are not implemented
unitarily in the KS–representation, being however one of the assumptions
in the LOST-theorem. By this we mean, that if Uˆ(φ) denotes the unitary
operator implementing spatial diffeomorphisms φ in the AL-representation,
then in general we have
Uˆ(φ)πP (0)(P (S, f))Uˆ
†(φ) 6= πP (0)(P (φ(S), φ∗f)). (51)
The reason that the above equality fails is that the quantity P (0) is fixed
and will not transform under the action of Uˆ(φ). Since also in the context
of the KS–representation spatial diffeomorphism play an important role, it
was shown in [21] that by enlarging the Hilbert space HP (0) one can define
unitary operators that implement spatial diffeomorphisms that also involve
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the background field P (0) and hence implement the corresponding automor-
pisms of the SU(2) principle fibre bundle on which the whole mathematical
formulation of the theory is based. In the context of the (enlarged) Hilbert
space of the KS–representation, denoted by HKS, has an orthonormal ba-
sis of the form {|s, P (0)〉} where s denotes a standard spin network in the
AL-representation, which are discussed in detail in the next subsection and
which provide an orthonormal basis for H, and P (0) denotes, as before, a
background field. The inner product in HKS is of the following form
〈s′, P ′(0) | s, P (0)〉 = 〈s′ | s〉ALδP ′(0),P (0) , (52)
where 〈s′ | s〉AL denotes the inner product in the AL-representation. The
action of the cylindrical functions and fluxes in HKS is given by
fˆ |s,E〉 = |fˆ s, E〉 Pˆ (S, f)|s,E〉 = |Pˆ (S, f)s,E〉+ P (0)(S, f)|s,E〉. (53)
As shown in [21, 23] the KS–representation based on this enlarged Hilbert
space supports a unitary implementation of the spatial diffeomorphisms as
well as the SU(2) gauge transformation (for which similar problems occur)
and the diffeomorphism and SU(2) gauge invariant Hilbert space can be
constructed using the technique of group averaging that is discussed more in
detail in the chapter by Laddha and Varadarajan in [1].
In [24] it was pointed out that if one considers also higher order commutators
such as for instance the element of U given by (0, [Pˆ (S, f1), [Pˆ (S, f2), Pˆ (S, f3))]])
then one can derive the following identity for the double commutator
[Pˆ (S, f1), [Pˆ (S, f2), Pˆ (S, f3))]] =
1
4
Pˆ (S, [f1, [f2, f3]]) (54)
and thus using the AL-representation of the holonomy–flux algebra U the
elements (0, [Pˆ (S, f1), [Pˆ (S, f2), Pˆ (S, f3))]]) and (0,
1
4 Pˆ (S, [f1, [f2, f3]]) need
to be identified. Let us now consider the situation in the KS–representation.
There we have
[πP (0)(P (S, f1)), [πP (0)(P (S, f2)), πP (0)(P )(S, f3))]] (55)
= [Pˆ (S, f1), [Pˆ (S, f2), Pˆ (S, f3))]],
where the equality above is true because the constant contributions of the
background fields P (0) cancel in the double commutator. As a consequence
we obtain
[πP (0)(P (S, f1)), [πP (0)(P (S, f2)), πP (0)(P )(S, f3))]] =
1
4
Pˆ (S, [f1, [f2, f3]]).
(56)
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However, due to the part coming from the background field in πP (0)(P (S, f))
we have
πP (0)(P (S, [f1, [f2, f3]])) 6= Pˆ (S, [f1, [f2, f3]]). (57)
The suggestion in [24] to cure this problem is the modification of commu-
tation relations of the standard holonomy–flux algebra by an appropriate
central term. As also discussed in [24] it is still an open question whether
the introduction of such a central term is sufficient in the context of further
higher order commutators, that could yield additional relations among the
algebra elements.
A different point of view is taken in [25] where the holonomy–flux algebra
is extended by the so called background exponentials denoted by βP (0)(A)
whose explicit form is given by
βP (0)(A) := e
i
∫
S
P (0)·A
with P (0) ·A := (P (0))aiAia. (58)
Next to the holonomy and flux action in HKS given above these background
exponentials act as
βˆP ′(0) |s, P (0)〉 = |s, P ′(0) + P (0)〉. (59)
We have discussed in the last section that the AL-representation is a rep-
resentation of the holonomy–flux algebra U. If we instead consider the
holonomy–flux algebra enlarged by these background exponentials, called the
holonomy-background-exponential-flux algebra in [25], then it was shown in
[25] that the KS–representation can be also understood as a representation
of the holonomy-background-exponential-flux algebra.
4.2 Spin Networks as an Orthonormal Basis of the Kinemat-
ical Hilbert Space
A useful orthonormal basis of the kinematical Hilbert space H is given by
so called spin network basis. Also here we will take advantage of an already
existing natural orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space L2(SU(2), dµH ). Let
us consider the equivalence classes of finite dimensional, unitary, irreducible
representations of SU(2) on a representation space Vj and take one represen-
tative of it denoted by πj . We denote the dimension of πj by dim(πj). We
define the following functions on SU(2)
bjmn : SU(2)→ C, g 7→ 〈g | bjmn〉 :=
√
dim(πj)πjmn(g), m, n = 1, · · · ,dim(πj).
(60)
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Using the Haar measure µH on SU(2), we can define an inner product for
bjmn as
〈bjmn, bj
′
m′n′〉 :=
∫
SU(2)
dµH(g)
√
2j + 1πjmn(g)
√
2j′ + 1πj
′
m′n′(g), (61)
where we used that dim(πj) = 2j + 1 in the case of SU(2). The Peter–Weyl
theorem proves that the set of functions {bjmn} build an orthonormal basis
of L2(SU(2), dµH ). In particular the proof is true for any compact Lie group
G. Hence, in our case G =SU(2) we have
〈bjmn, bj
′
m′n′〉 = δj,j
′
δmm′δnn′ . (62)
The Hilbert space L2(SU(2), dµH ) decomposes into a direct sum over all
inequivalent irreducible representations labelled by j
L2(SU(2), dµH ) =
⊕
j
Hj with Hj := Vj ⊗ V ∗j , (63)
where V ∗j denotes the dual space of Vj . A basis inHj is given by {bjmn |m,n ∈
−j,−j + 1, · · · , j − 1, j}. Now, we will use this fact to construct the spin
network basis of H = L2(A, dµAL). For this purpose we first consider the
Hilbert spaces Hα associated with a fixed graph α, which can be identified
with L2(SU(2)
n, dnµH). For this reason we can construct an orthonormal
basis of Hα simply by introducing the so called spin network functions
|s~j
α,~n,~m
〉 : Aα → C, A 7→ 〈A | s~jα,~n,~m〉 (64)
〈A | s~j
α,~n,~m
〉 :=
√
2je1 + 1 · · ·
√
2jen + 1π
je1
me1ne1
(A(e1)) · · · πjenmennen (A(en)),
with
~j := {je1 , · · · , jen}, ~m := {me1 , · · · ,men}, ~n := {ne1 , · · · , nen}. (65)
A decomposition in terms of irreducible representations of SU(2) associated
with each edge of the graph α is given by
Hα =
⊕
~j
H
α,~j
with H
α,~j
:=
n⊗
i=1
Hjei , (66)
withHjei defined as in equation (63). We choose a fixed set of representations
~j and will discuss how H
α,~j
can be further decomposed, which will be of
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advantage when we discuss the solutions to the Gauss constraint later on.
Let us choose an arbitrary vertex vi ∈ V (α) and consider all edges {ei}
intersecting at vi. Let us assume that α has m = |V (α)| vertices. Then we
can rewrite H
α,~j
as
H
α,~j
=
m⊗
i=1
Hvi with Hvi :=
⊗
e∈E(α)
ei∩vi 6=∅
Hjei . (67)
The operators Yˆ
(vi,ei)
j satisfy [Yˆ
(vi,ei)
j , Yˆ
(vi,ei)
k ] = iǫ
ℓ
jk Yˆ
(vi,ei)
ℓ , where we have
chosen the basis {τj} in such a way that [τj, τk] = ǫ ℓjk τℓ. They can be
interpreted as components of angular momentum operators. For different
edges ei 6= ej these operators commute. A natural basis in the context of
angular momentum operators is the eigenbasis {|jm〉}, that is labelled by
the angular momentum j and the magnetic quantum number m. Let us
restrict our discussion to the case of one edge first and denote the abstract
angular momentum Hilbert space by Hjm and the associated spin network
Hilbert space for this edge e by Hjm. Then the corresponding spin network
functions are
〈A | jeme〉ne :=
√
2je + 1π
je
mene
(A(e)). (68)
For fixed n these states are orthogonal likewise to the angular momentum
eigenstates |jeme〉. Using the definitions of the operators Yˆ (v,e)j in terms of
left- and right-invariant vector fields their action on |jm〉n is given by
Yˆ
(v,e)
k |jeme〉n =
∑
m˜e
{
iπjemem˜(τk)
−iπjemem˜e(τk)
}
|jem˜e〉ne . (69)
In order to rewrite this in terms of standard angular momentum operators
Jˆ
(v,e)
j and their eigenbasis |jm〉 we construct for fixed n a unitary map W :
Hjm →Hjm that satisfies WJˆ (v,e)k W−1 = Yˆ
(v,e)
k and is explicitly given by
W : Hjm →Hjm |jm;n〉 7→W |jeme;ne〉 =
∑
m˜e
πjmem˜e(ǫ)|jem˜e〉ne , (70)
with ǫ := iσ2 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. The inverse map W−1 is then just given by
W−1 : Hjm →Hjm |jeme〉n 7→W−1|jeme〉n =
∑
m˜e
πje
mem˜e
(ǫ−1)|jem˜e;ne〉.
(71)
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Now we go back to spin network functions associated with a graph α. The
discussion above shows that we can apply the unitary map W edgewise and
have
W−1πjemene(A(e)) = π
je
mem˜e
(ǫ−1)
〈A | jem˜e;ne〉√
2je + 1
, (72)
here summation over repeated indices is assumed. Hence, the spin network
function |s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 can be rewritten in the abstract angular momentum basis
as
〈A|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 = πje1me1 m˜e1 (ǫ
−1)〈A | je1m˜e1 ;ne1〉 · · · πjenmenm˜en (ǫ
−1)〈A | jenm˜en ;nen〉.
(73)
By means of the unitary map W we identify |s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 with abstract angular
momentum states and the operators Yˆ
(v,e)
j with angular momentum opera-
tors Jˆ
(v,e)
j and thus we can also discuss the further decomposition of Hα,~j
in the context of angular momentum coupling theory. Let introduce the
following operator associated with the vertex vi
(Jˆ (vi))2 := ηjkJˆ
(vi)
j Jˆ
(vi)
k with Jˆ
(vi)
j :=
∑
e∈E(α)
e∩vi 6=∅
Jˆ
(vi,e)
j , (74)
where ηjk denotes again the Cartan-Killing metric for su(2). For each vi
the operator (Jˆ (vi))2 acts only on Hvi non trivially and has the eigenvalues
lvi(lvi + 1), where the particular value of lvi are determined by the values
{jei} associated to the edges, that intersect in vi. lvi can be interpreted as
the total angular momentum to which the individual angular momenta as-
sociated to the edges couple to. Hence, given the operators (Jˆ (vi))2 at each
vertex vi we can label their associated eigenspaces by lvi and denote them
by H
α,~j,lvi
. Likewise to the decomposition in terms of irreducible represen-
tations ~j associated to the edges the Hilbert space H
α,~j
further decomposes
into the following direct sum
H
α,~j
=
⊕
~l
H
α,~j,~l
with ~l = (lv1 , · · · , lvm), Hα,~j,~l :=
m⊗
i=1
H
α,~j,lvi
. (75)
Thus, the Hilbert space associated with a given graph α can be rewritten as
Hα =
⊕
~j,~l
H
α,~j,~l
(76)
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and states in this Hilbert space are characterized by the irreducible repre-
sentations, that are associated to the edges and vertices of the graph. For
this reason we can label the spin network functions also by this data yielding
|s
α,~j,~l
〉. The difference on the form in (64) is that here the coupling ba-
sis for angular momenta has been used for the Hilbert spaces Hlvi whereas
in (64) the product basis was used. In the following sections we will use
both notations depending on which one is more suitable in the given sit-
uation. Now let us focus our discussion again on the kinematical Hilbert
space H = L2(A, dµAL). We would like to rewrite H as a direct sum of
the individual Hαs. However, here we are faced with the following problem.
Given a graph α and a cylindrical function fα that does not depend on the
holonomies of at least one of the edges of α. Then this function would also
be an element of Hα˜ for some α˜, that has less edges and vertices. Hence,
Hα ∩ Hα˜ 6= 0 and therefore the two spaces are not orthogonal. A similar
situation occurs when a function depends on the holonomies of two adjacent
edges e1, e2 in α such that for an edge e˜ in α˜ we have e˜ = e1 ◦ e2. As a
consequence, we have to introduce some further rules on how the irreducible
representations are associated to the edges of the graph in order to write H
as an orthogonal decomposition of the Hαs. For this purpose we introduce
the notion of an admissible labeling of edges and vertices. Given a graph
α we call a labeling of the edges and vertices of α by irreducible represen-
tations admissible if none of the edges carries a trivial representation and
furthermore no two-valent vertex carries a trivial representation. We denote
graph Hilbert spaces with admissible labelings by H′α. Then we can rewrite
the kinematical Hilbert space for LQG as
H =
⊕
α
H′α =
⊕
α
⊕
~j,~l
admissible
H
α,~j~l
. (77)
This decomposition will be important in the following section when we dis-
cuss the dynamics of loop quantum gravity, that is encoded in the quantum
Einstein’s equations of loop quantum gravity.
5 The Quantum Einstein’s Equations of Loop Quan-
tum Gravity
Following the Dirac quantization program requires in the case of loop quan-
tum gravity to implement the Gauss, diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian con-
straint as operators on the kinematical Hilbert space H introduced in the
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last section. Let us denote these operators by ĈG(~Λ), ~C( ~N) and Ĉ(N), the
quantum analog of the classical Einstein’s equations, the so called quantum
Einstein’s equation of loop quantum gravity are given by
ĈG(~Λ)ψphys(A) = 0, ~̂C( ~N )ψphys(A) = 0, Ĉ(N)ψphys(A) = 0, (78)
where ψphy(A) denotes the physical states, which live in the physical Hilbert
space Hphys. The construction of the latter requires apart from finding the
(general) solution to the quantum Einstein’s equations also to define an
inner product on the set of physical states. In this chapter we will restrict
our discussion on the definition and solutions of the Gauss constraints. The
remaining diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraint will be discussed in
detail in the chapter by Laddha and Varadarajan in [1].
5.1 Solutions to the Gauss constraint: Gauge-invariant Spin-
network Functions
The Gauss constraint is solved using techniques from ordinary lattice gauge
theory, where a similar constraint is involved in the theory. Technically, we
have two possibilities to construct the solution space, which we will denoted
by HG . Either we can define an operator ĈG(~Λ) generating infinitesimal
gauge transformation or we can consider the exponentiated version Uˆ(CG),
that generates finite gauge transformations. The solution space will be the
same in both cases. How the infinitesimal gauge transformations can be
implemented in the quantum theory is explained in detail for instance in
[16]. Here we will consider finite gauge transformation, implemented by
unitary operators. As discussed before the holonomy A(e) transforms under
gauge transformation as A(e) → Ag(e) = g(b(e))A(e)g−1(e). The matrix
elements of representations of A(e) have thus the following transformation
behavior
πjmene(A(e))→ πjmene(Ag(e)) = πjmene(g(b(e))A(e)g−1(f(e)) (79)
= πjmeαe(g(b(e)))π
j
αeβe
(A(e))πjβene(g
−1(f(e)).
In order to construct gauge invariant spin network functions (SNF), first we
write the SNF in (64) in more compact form as
|s~j
α,~n,~m
〉 : Aα → C, A 7→ 〈A | s~jα,~n,~m〉 (80)
〈A | s~jα,~n,~m〉 :=
n∏
k=1
√
2jek + 1π
jek
meknek
(A(ek)).
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Secondly, for the reason that the gauge transformation act on the beginning
and final point only, which are precisely the vertices of the graph, we rewrite
the product of edges occurring above as
〈A | s~j
α,~n,~m
〉 :=
∏
v∈v(α)
∏
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
√
2je + 1π
je
mene(A(e)). (81)
Let us consider one individual vertex, at which we have n outgoing edges.
For simplicity we will consider only outgoing edges first, but will discuss the
more general case below. At the vertex v the SNF transforms under gauge
transformation as
〈Ag | s~j
α,~n,~m
〉
∣∣∣
v
=
∏
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
√
2je + 1π
je
meαe(g(b(e)))π
je
αene(A(e)). (82)
Let us denote the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces associated with each
edge at v as before by Hv = ⊗e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
Hje . We can define a basis of Hv in
terms of tensors of type (0, n), denoted by {ti} with components tα1···αni , one
index for each representation je. We can define a dual basis, denoted by {t˜i}
with components t˜iα1···αn associated with H∗v = ⊗e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
H∗je , where each H∗je
carries the dual representation πje , by requiring
t˜j(ti) = t˜
j
α1···αnt
α1···αn
i = δ
i
j . (83)
The gauge transformation act on these tensors and its duals by
tα1···αni → (t′)α1···αni = πje1 (g(v))α1 β1 · · · πjen (g(v))
αn
βn
tβ1···βni (84)
t˜iα1···αn → (t˜′)iα1···αn = πje1 (g(v))β1 α1 · · · πjen (g(v))βn αn t˜iβ1···βn (85)
= πje1 (g−1(v)) β1α1 · · · πjen (g−1(v)) βnαn t˜iβ1···βn ,(86)
where we have used that the dual representation π(g(v)) = π(g−1(v))T and
used the notation πjmn(g(v)) = πj(g(v))m n. Now we are interested in those
tensors which are invariant under gauge transformations, which will be de-
noted by {ik}. In terms of their components gauge invariance means
πje1 (g(v))α1 β1 · · · πjen (g(v))
αn
βn
iβ1···βnk = i
α1···αn
k (87)
and likewise for their corresponding dual tensors. An intertwiner i between
m dual representations πj1 , · · · , πjm and n representations πj1 , · · · πjn is a
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covariant map
i :
m⊗
k=1
Hjek →
n⊗
ℓ=1
Hjeℓ (88)
and can also be understood as an invariant tensor in
m⊗
k=1
H∗jek ⊗
n⊗
ℓ=1
Hjeℓ . We
will use this fact to construct gauge invariant spin network functions. In our
example we have a vertex v with n outgoing edges. We achieve that the spin
network is invariant under gauge transformation at v when we contract the
SNF with the corresponding intertwiner iv at v, in our example this leads to[
〈A | s~j
α,~n,~m
〉
∣∣∣
v
]
inv
= iv ~m
∏
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
√
2je + 1π
je
~mne
(A(e)) (89)
=
√
2je1 + 1 · · ·
√
2jen + 1i
m1···mn
v π
je1
m1ne1
(A(e1)) · · · πjenmnnen (A(e)).
We generalize our discussion to a vertex, that has vm ingoing edges and
vn outgoing edges. Again we can construct the gauge invariant part of the
SNF at this vertex by contracting with an intertwiner iv, which has com-
ponents of the form i
m1···mvn
v n1···nvm . Thus, we can construct an invariant SNF
by contracting the gauge variant SNF in (64) at each vertex with a corre-
sponding intertwiner. We will denote the gauge invariant SNF |s~j
α,~i
〉, where
~i ∈ {iv | v ∈ V (α)} is the set of intertwiners associated with the graph. The
gauge invariant SNF is then given by
|s~j
α,~i
〉 : Aα → C, A 7→ 〈A | s~j
α,~i
〉
〈A | s~j
α,~i
〉 :=
∏
v∈V (α)
iv
∏
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
√
2je + 1π
je(A(e))
=
∏
v∈V (α)
i
m1···mvn
v n1···nvm
√
2je1 + 1 · · ·
√
2jevn+vm + 1 (90)
π
je1
m1ne1
(A(e1)) · · · πjevnmvnnevn (A(evn ))π
jevn+1
mevn+1
n1(A(evn+1)) · · · π
jevn+vm
mevn+vm
nvm (A(evn+vm)).
Here each vertex has vn outgoing and vm ingoing edges and we have labeled
set of edges {e1, · · · , cvn+vm} in such a way, that e1, · · · , evn are the outgoing
edges and evn+1 , · · · evn+vm are the ingoing edges.
Going back to the decomposition of H in (77), the gauge invariant Hilbert
space corresponds to the case where the edges at all vertices couple to a total
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angular momentum of zero. Thus, we have for the gauge invariant Hilbert
space denoted by HGinv
HGinv =
⊕
α
⊕
~j,~l
admissible
H
α,~j~l=0
. (91)
The Hilbert space HGinv and therefore the solution space of the Gauss con-
straint is a subspace of the kinematical Hilbert space H. For the remaining
constraints of the quantum Einstein’s equations, this will be no longer be
the case and the construction of their corresponding solution spaces is more
complicated and will be discussed in the chapter by Laddha and Varadarajan
in [1].
In the discussion above we have derived HGinv by starting with the config-
uration space A and implemented the finite gauge transformations on H.
Afterwards the solution space HGinv was constructed as a subspace of H. Al-
ternatively, one can also obtain HGinv by considering the reduced quantum
configuration space A/G, which consists of all generalized connections mod-
ulo (generalized) gauge transformations G. The latter are the extension of
the gauge transformations G from the classical configuration space A to the
quantum configurations space A. In this case only gauge invariant cylindri-
cal functions are considered from the beginning and the final Hilbert space
one obtains is also HGinv.
6 Geometric Operators and Their Properties
One of the special properties of the AL-representation used in loop quan-
tum gravity introduced in the last section is that one can define operators
corresponding to geometrical objects such as volume, area and length. For
the KS–representation it has been shown that geometric operators can be
implemented using similar techniques as for the AL-representation [21]. This
is a consequence of the choice of the particular smearing of the elementary
variables discussed above yielding to the holonomy and flux variables. If we
had for instance chosen a three dimensional smearing like for the standard
Fock quantization, the implementation of these geometrical operators in the
quantum theory would not be possible.
Among those geometrical operators the most simple one is the area opera-
tor from the point of view of its quantization as well as with regards to the
spectrum of these operators, therefore we will discuss this operator first.
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6.1 The Area Operator
The area operator was first introduced by Smolin [26] and then further an-
alyzed by Rovelli and Smolin in the loop representation [27], which is a
representation based on loops instead of graphs and that was used in the
earlier days of loop quantum gravity. Ashtekar and Lewandowski [28] dis-
cussed the spectrum of the area operator in the connection representation.
In this section we want to discuss the implementation of the area operator
as well as its spectrum in detail. At the end of the section we will briefly
comment on the volume and length operator.
The strategy one adopts to quantize is the following: As a first step we have
to express the classical expression, such as the area, in terms of Ashtekar
variables (A,P ). Afterwards we need do find a regularization of it, meaning
that in our case the area needs to be written as a function of holonomies
and fluxes. The guiding principle for the regularization is, that in the limit
where the regulator is removed, the classical area in terms of (A,P ) should
be recovered. Since corresponding operators for holonomies and fluxes ex-
ists, the regularized area can then be promoted to a (regularized) operator
on the kinematical Hilbert space H, whose detailed properties usually still
depends on the chosen regularization. In a final step, one has to show that
in the limit where the chosen regulator tends to zero a well defined operator
is obtained. The classical area functional associated to a surface S is given
by the following expression
AS =
∫
U
d2u
√
det(X∗q)(u), (92)
where q denotes the ADM 3-metric and X : U → S is an embedding of the
surface. Here U ⊂ R2 and X∗ denotes the pull back of X. The coordinates
on the embedded surface S are given by the embedding functions Xa with
a = 1, 2, 3 and let us denote the two coordinates parametrizing the surface
by u1 and u2. Given the embedding we can construct two tangent vector
fields on S
Xa,u1 :=
∂Xa
∂u1
, Xa,u2 :=
∂Xa
∂u2
(93)
and also a co-normal vector field na that is determined from the condition
naX
a
u,i
= 0 for i = 1, 2. (94)
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The determinant in the area functional can be expressed as
det(X∗q) = qu1u1qu2u2−qu1u2qu2u1 =
(
Xa,u1X
b
,u1
Xcu2X
d
,u2
−Xa,u1Xb,u2Xc,u2Xd,u1
)
qabqcd.
(95)
In order to quantize the area functional we need to express it in terms of
Ashtekar variables. For this purpose we consider the expression det(q)nanbq
ab
and use that we can express the inverse metric as
qab =
1
2
1
det(q)
ǫacdǫbefqceqdf . (96)
Furthermore, we see from (94) that na = ǫabcX
c
,u1
Xd,u2 yielding
det(q)nanbq
ab = det(q)nanb
1
2
1
det(q)
ǫacdǫbefqceqdf
= ǫakℓX
k
,u1
Xℓ,u2ǫbmnX
m
,u1
Xn,u2
1
2
ǫacdǫbefqceqdf
= qu1u1qu2u2 − qu1u2qu2u1 . (97)
The inverse metric has a simple form in Ashtekar variables given by qab =
1
kγ
P aj P
b
kδ
jk/det(P ) and depends only on the densitized triad. From P aj =
kγ
√
det(q)eaj we get det(q) = k
3γ3 det(P ) yielding
det(q)qab = k2γ2P aj P
b
kδ
jk (98)
from which we can conclude using (97) that√
det(X∗q) = kγ
√
nanbP
a
j P
b
kδ
jk = kγ
√
P⊥j P
⊥
k δ
jk, (99)
where P⊥j denotes the projection of P
a
j in normal direction with respect to
the surface. Note that often one chooses the basis τj := −iσj/2 in su(2) with
σj being the Pauli matrices for which the Cartan-Killing metric on su(2) ηjk
becomes ηjk := Tr(ad(τj)ad(τk)) = −2δjk and then one uses the Killing
metric in the expression above and adjusts the pre-factors accordingly.
In order to quantize the area functional we need to choose a regularization of
the classical expression. For this purpose, we choose a family of non-negative
densities f ǫu(u
′) on the surface S as regulators, which tend to δu(u
′) in the
limit ǫ→ 0, that is
lim
ǫ→0
f ǫu(u
′) = δx(y), (100)
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where δu(u
′) is the delta-function on S peaked at u. Given f ǫu(u
′) we can
define a regularized version of P⊥j (u) denoted by [P
⊥
j ]
ǫ and defined as
[P⊥j ]
ǫ(u) :=
∫
S
d2u′f ǫu(u
′)P⊥j (u
′). (101)
In the limit where the regulator is removed we have
lim
ǫ→0
[P⊥j ]
ǫ(u) = P⊥j (u). (102)
Using [P⊥j ]
ǫ and a point-splitting, a common technique used in quantum
field theory, we can define a regularized expression for the area functional as
[AS ]
ǫ := kγ
∫
S
d2u
∫
S
d2u′
∫
S
d2u′′f ǫu(u
′)P⊥j (u
′)f ǫu(u
′′)P⊥k (u
′′′)δjk
 12
= kγ
∫
S
d3u
√
[P⊥j ]
ǫ(u)[P⊥k ]
ǫ(u)δjk. (103)
Obviously, we have limǫ→0[AS ]
ǫ = AS in the classical theory. To define a
regularized area operator [AˆS ]
ǫ we use the following strategy: We replace
P⊥j (u
′) in (101) by the operator Pˆ⊥j := −i~ δδAj
⊥
yielding a regularized op-
erator [Pˆ⊥j ]
ǫ. Afterwards we have to compute the action of [Pˆ⊥j ]
ǫ on spin
network functions and check whether [Pˆ⊥j ]
ǫ yields a well defined operator.
This is indeed the case and one obtains
[Pˆ⊥j ]
ǫ(u)|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 = ~
2
∑
v∈V (α)
f ǫu(v)
∑
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(S, e)Yˆ
(v,e)
j |s
~j
α,~m,~n
〉, (104)
where the operators Yˆ
(v,e)
j have been defined in (48). Hence, we can rewrite
the regularized area operator in the following form
[AS ]
ǫ|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 = 4πγℓ2p
∫
S
d2u
√√√√√√√
 ∑
v∈V (α)
f ǫu(v)
∑
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(S, e)Yˆ
(v,e)
j

2
|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉,
(105)
where we have used the definition of the Planck length ℓp = ~GN =
8π
~
k.
Next we choose ǫ sufficiently small such that for a given u ∈ S f ǫu(v) is
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non-vanishing only for at most one vertex v. Thus, we have f ǫu(v)f
ǫ
u(v
′) =
δv,v′(f
ǫ
u(v))
2 and we obtain
[AS ]
ǫ|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 = 4πγℓ2p
∫
S
d2u
∑
v∈V (α)
f ǫu(v)
√√√√√√√
 ∑
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(S, e)Yˆ
(v,e)
j

2
|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉.
(106)
As a final step we have to remove the regulator yielding to a well defined
area operator AˆS on the kinematical Hilbert space H of the form
[AS ]|s~jα,~m,~n〉 := limǫ→0[AS ]
ǫ|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉 (107)
= 4πγℓ2p
∫
S
d2u
∑
v∈V (α)
δu(v)
√√√√√√√
 ∑
e∈E(α)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(S, e)Yˆ
(v,e)
j

2
|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉.
From the above expression for the area operator we realize that in the sum
over all vertices of the graph α only those vertices will contribute which are
intersection points of the surface S as otherwise κ(S, e) = 0. For this reason
we can write the area operator in more compact form by introducing the set
I(S) of intersection points of edges of type up and type down, that is given
by
I(S) = {v ∈ e ∩ S|κ(S, e) 6= 0, e ∈ E(α)}. (108)
This yields to the final form of the area operator that we will use in the
following
AˆS |s~jα,~m,~n〉 = 4πγℓ2p
∑
v∈I(S)
√(∑
e at v
κ(S, e)Yˆ (e,v)
)2|s~j
α,~m,~n
〉. (109)
Let us now discuss the spectrum of the area operator. At each intersection
point v ∈ I(S) we have edges of type up, edges of type down and edges
of type in that will not contribute to the spectrum. In order to write the
expression under the square root in (109) in compact form we introduce the
following operators:
Yˆ v,uj :=
∑
e∈E(v,u)
Yˆ
(v,e)
j Yˆ
v,d
j :=
∑
e∈E(v,d)
Yˆ
(v,e)
j . (110)
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Here E(v, u), E(v, d) denotes all edges of type up and down respectively that
intersect each other in the point v. Then we have for each intersection point
v  ∑
e∈E(γ)
e∩v 6=∅
κ(S, e)Yˆ
(v,e)
j

2
=
(
Yˆ v,u − Yˆ v,d
)2
= (Yˆ v,u)2 + (Yˆ v,d)2 − 2Yˆ v,uYˆ v,d
= 2(Yˆ v,u)2 + 2(Yˆ v,d)2 − (Yˆ v,u + Yˆ v,d)2.(111)
We used in the second line that [Yˆ v,uj , Yˆ
v,d
k ] = 0. Furthermore, the operators
(Yˆ v,u)2, (Yˆ v,d)2 and (Yˆ v,u+ Yˆ v,d)2 mutually commute. Moreover, we choose
an explicit basis τj = −iσj/2 for which the operators Yˆ (v,e) satisfy the usual
angular momentum algebra given by [Yˆ
(v,e)
i , Yˆ
(v,e)
j ] = ǫijkYˆ
(v,e)
k . Then we
have that the operators (Yˆ (v,e))2 ≡ δjkYˆ (e,v)j Yˆ (v,e)k locally act as
− δijRiRj = −〈R,R〉 ≡ −∆SU(2), or − δijLiLj = −〈L,L〉 ≡ −∆SU(2),
(112)
where −∆SU(2) is the positive definite SU(2) Laplacian with spectrum j(j+
1), due to our choice of basis for su(2). Hence, the same holds for the
operators (Yˆ v,u)2, (Yˆ v,d)2, and (Yˆ v,u + Yˆ v,d)2, they act as Laplacians in
the respective direct sum of representations. Therefore the spectrum of the
operators involved in (111) can be easily computed and we obtain
Spec(AˆS) = 4πγℓ
2
p
∑
v∈I(S)
√
2ju,v(ju,v + 1) + 2jd,v(jd,v + 1)− ju+d,v(ju+d,v + 1).
(113)
Here ju,v, jd,v denote the total angular momentum of the edges of type up
(down respectively) at the intersection point v and ju+d,v total coupled an-
gular momentum of the up and down edges whose values range between
|ju,v − jd,v| ≤ ju+d,v ≤ ju,v + jd,v . Let us consider the eigenvalue at one
intersection point v. The smallest possible eigenvalue that we can get occurs
when either ju,v = 0 and jd,v =
1
2 or vice versa. The eigenvalue denoted by
λ0 is non vanishing and given by
λ0 = 2πγℓ
2
p
√
3 (114)
and is known as the area gap in loop quantum gravity. The area gap plays an
important role in the description of black hole physics within loop quantum
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gravity and black hole entropy calculations can be used the fix the value of
the Immirzi parameter γ as discussed in the chapter by Barbero and Perez
in [1].
6.2 The Volume Operator
The volume operator enters crucially into the construction of the dynamics
of the quantum Einstein’s equations for the reason that the classical co-triad
is expressed as the Poisson bracket between the connection and the classical
volume functional using the Thiemann identity (see the chapter by Laddha
and Varadarajan in [1]). In the case of the area operator, the area functional
depends on the momenta P aj only, which is also true for the classical volume
functional, that for a given region R in the spatial manifold Σ reads
VR =
∫
R
d3x
√
det(q) = (kγ)
3
2
∫
R
d3x
√
|det(P aj )|. (115)
Likewise to the case of the area operator we need to choose a regularization
of VR in order to write the volume functional in terms of fluxes P (S, f)
for which well defined operators exist yielding as a first step a regularized
expression of the classical volume functional VR. For the latter it is natural
to choose a partition Pǫ of the spatial region R in terms of cubic cells Cǫ
and adapted 2-surfaces for each cubic cell. For this purpose we introduce a
coordinate system (xa) and assume that each Cǫ has a volume of less than ǫ in
the chosen coordinate system and that two different cells share only points
on their boundaries. For each cubic cell Cǫ we introduce three 2-surfaces
{Sa | a = 1, 2, 3} chosen in a way such that the coordinates components xa are
constant along Sa for a = 1, 2, 3 following the notation in [30]. Furthermore,
each Sa has the property that it divides C
ǫ into two disjoint parts. We
can now use the surfaces {Sa | a = 1, 2, 3} to formulate a regularized volume
functional denoted by V ǫR as a function of fluxes over the surfaces {Sa | a =
1, 2, 3}. Going back to the definition of the flux P (S, f) in (35) we will
choose as the smearing functions f j the su(2) basis elements τj and define
Pj(S) := P (S, τj). Given this, we have
V ǫR = (kγ)
3
2
∑
Cǫ∈P ǫ
√
|QCǫ | (116)
with
QCǫ :=
1
3!
ǫjkℓǫabcPj(Sa)Pk(Sb)Pℓ(Sc). (117)
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In the classical theory we have limǫ→0 V
ǫ
R = VR, however in the quantum
theory the removal of the regular has to be taken with more care. While in
the case of the area operator after the regulator has been removed the final
operator does not depend on the chose background structure of the regular-
ization a different situation occurs for the volume operator. In the case of
the volume operator once the regulator is removed, the resulting operator
still depends on the chosen partition and thus carries a memory of the cho-
sen regularization. As a consequence this operator depends on the chosen
background structure we have chosen during the regularization procedure
and therefore the limit does not yield an appropriate candidate for a vol-
ume operator because it fails to be covariant under spatial diffeomorphisms.
This problem can be circumvented by first averaging over the possible back-
ground structures, whose dependence enters into the volume operator in a
rather simple way, before removing the regulator. The requirements that we
obtain a well defined operator when the regulator is removed as well as that
the final operator is covariant under spatial diffeomorphisms, are restrictive
enough to uniquely determine the final form of the operator up to a global
constant, that we will denote regularization constant creg in the following.
In the literature two different volume operators exist, one introduced by Rov-
elli and Smolin (RS) [27] and one introduced by Ashtekar and Lewandowski
(AL) [29], which come out of a priori equally justified but different regular-
ization techniques. In the classical theory both regularized versions, the RS-
as well as the AL-volume -although being of different kind- yield the classical
volume functional once the regulator is removed. However, in the quantum
theory the removal of the regulator is more subtle and this is the reason why
one ends up with two different quantum operators. Both volume operators
act non-trivially only on vertices where at least three edges intersect. At a
given vertex the operators have the following form
Vˆv,RS = cRS
∑
eI∩eJ∩eK=v
√∣∣QˆIJK∣∣
Vˆv,AL = cAL
√∣∣∣ ∑
eI∩eJ∩eK=v
ǫ(eI , eJ , eK)QˆIJK
∣∣. (118)
Here QˆIJK := ǫ
ijkYˆ
(v,eI )
i Yˆ
(v,eJ )
j Yˆ
(v,eK)
k is an operator involving only flux
operators and thus right and left invariant vector fields and cRS, cAL are
regularization constants. The sum runs over all ordered triples of edges in-
tersecting at the vertex v. A detailed discussion about the regularization of
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the volume operator can for instance be found in [30, 16]. The main differ-
ences between these two operators is that the RS-operator is not sensitive to
the orientation of the triples of edges and is therefore covariant under homeo-
morphisms. The AL-operator has likewise to the κ(S, e) in the area operator
a similar sign factor ǫ(eI , eJ , eK) that can take the values {+1, 0,−1} and is
the sign of the cross product of the tangent vectors at v of the triple of edges
ei, ej , ek that intersect at this vertex v. Furthermore, the sum over triples
of edges involved in both operators occurs outside the square root in case of
the RS and inside the square root in case of the AL-operator. Due to the
sign factor ǫ(eI , eJ , eK) the operator VˆAL is covariant only under diffeomor-
phisms.
The spectral analysis of the volume operator is more complicated than for
the area operator and can in general not be computed analytically. A general
formula for the computation of matrix elements of the AL-volume operator
has been derived in [31]. Those techniques have been used to analyze the
spectrum of the volume operator numerically up to a vertex valence of 7
in a series of papers [32]. Their work showed that the spectral properties
of the volume operator depend on the embedding of the vertex that enters
via the sign factors ǫ(ei, ej , ek) into the construction of the AL-operator.
Particularly, the presence of a volume gap, that is a smallest non-vanishing
eigenvalue, depends on the geometry of the vertex. A consistency check
for both volume operators has been discussed in [33] where the Thiemann
trick, discussed in detail in the chapter by Laddha and Varadarajan in [1],
has been used to define an alternative flux operator. The alternative flux
operator is then compared to the usual flux operator and consistency of
both operators could for instance fix the undetermined regularization con-
stant cAL = ℓ
3
p/
√
48 in the volume operator. Furthermore, the RS-operator
did not pass this consistency check and the reason that it worked for the
AL-operator is exactly the presence of those sign factors ǫ(eI , eJ , eK) in the
AL-operator.
A technique to compute matrix elements of the volume operator with re-
spect to semiclassical states analytically has been developed in [34]. This
method relies on the idea of an expansion of the matrix elements of the vol-
ume operator in a power series of matrix elements of operators, that can be
computed analytically. These operators in the expansion are chosen in such
a way that the error caused by this expansion can be estimated and can be
well controlled.
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6.3 The Length Operator
A length operator for LQG was introduced in [35]. The length operator is
in some sense the most complicated one among the kinematical geometrical
operators. Let us recall the the length of a curve c : [0, 1] → Σ classically is
given by
ℓ(c) =
1∫
0
√
qab(c(t))c˙a(t)c˙b(t)dt =
1∫
0
√
eia(c(t))e
j
b(c(t))c˙
a(t)c˙b(t)δijdt,
(119)
here c˙a denotes the components of the tangent vector associated to the curve.
When we express the metric qab in terms of Ashtekar variables we obtain
qab =
k
4
ǫacdǫbef ǫijkǫ
imn
P cj P
d
kP
m
e P
n
f
det(P )
, (120)
which is a non-polynomial function in terms of the electric fields and there-
fore a regularization in terms of flux operators similar to the area and volume
operator does not exist. Furthermore, the denominator being the square of
the volume density cannot be defined on a dense set in H because it has a
huge kernel. One possibility to quantize the length used in [35] is to use for
the co-triads that occur in (119) the Thiemann trick and replace them by
a Poisson bracket between the connection and the volume functional. This
yields a length operator that involves a square root of two commutators be-
tween holonomy operators along the curve c and the volume operator. In
this way the inverse volume density can be avoided and the volume occurs
only linearly in the commutator. Also, the length operator does not change
the graph or the spin labels of the edges likewise to the area and volume
operator. However, since the length operator becomes even a function of
the volume operator its spectral analysis becomes even more complicated
than for the volume operator itself and very little about the spectrum of the
length operator is known except for low valence vertices.
Another length operator was introduced in [36] where the Thiemann trick
was not used for the quantization. The regularization adapted in [36] is mo-
tivated from the dual picture of quantum geometry and uses that the curve
can be expressed as an intersection of two surfaces. This allows to express
the tangent vector of the curve in terms of the normals of the surfaces. The
inverse volume issue discussed above is circumvented by using a Tikhonov
regularization for the inverse RS-volume-operator. For this length operator
the spectral properties have only be analyzed for a vertex of valence 4, which
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is monochromatic, that is all spins are identical. Anonther alternative length
operator for LQG has been discussed in [37] where a different regularization
has been chosen such that the final length operator can be expressed in
terms of other geometrical objects the area, volume and flux operators. In
this work the AL-operator is used and the inverse volume operator is also
defined using a Tikhonov regularization similar to the one in [36].
7 Summary
In this review we presented a brief introduction to the kinematical setup
of loop quantum gravity. Loop quantum gravity can be understood as a
framework for canonically quantizing general relativity. This approach leads
to a quantum theory based on quantum geometry for the reason that not
only the matter part of the theory but also the geometry itself is quantized.
In section 1 we briefly mentioned earlier attempts to canonically quantize
general relativity using ADM-variables. However, these approaches could
only provide a quantum theory that was constructed at a rather formal level
since neither the functional analytical details about the kinematical Hilbert
space had been worked out nor could the dynamics of the quantum theory
be implemented rigorously. But precisely the quantization of the constraints
that encode the dynamics of the quantum theory needs to be understood
in great detail if one wants to analyze characteristic properties and conse-
quences of quantum geometry. Particularly, the Hamiltonian constraint is
a non-polynomial function of the elementary phase space variables in con-
trast to the Hamiltonian used in other gauge theories in the context of the
standard model of particle physics. Nevertheless, these earlier results were
important because they already showed what kind of complications occur if
one tries to carry over the standard quantization used in ordinary quantum
mechanics to general relativity. Progress regarding this aspect was made
when the connection variables were introduced by Ashtekar[8] leading to a
reformulation of general relativity in terms of an SU(2) gauge theory as dis-
cussed in section 2. As a consequence it involves next to the the spatial
diffeomorphism and the Hamiltonian constraint also known from the ADM-
formalism an additional SU(2) Gauss constraint. Although, the Hamiltonian
constraint keeps its non-polynomial form also with respect to these new vari-
ables the advantage of the connection formulation is, that general relativity
can be formulated in the language of ordinary gauge theories. This leads
to a form of the constraints in the new variables that looks much closer to
what we are familiar with from other gauge theories. Therefore, techniques
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developed in those fields could be taken as a point of reference for construct-
ing the quantum theory underlying loop quantum gravity. Taking this into
account the choice of holonomies and fluxes as presented in section 3 is a
very natural choice as elementary phase space variables for the theory. We
introduced the notion of cylindrical functions and flux vector fields acting
on them in order to give a precise definition of the holonomy–flux algebra
used in loop quantum gravity. The choice of the classical algebra and its re-
lated properties are important in the sense that the corresponding quantum
theory will of course depend on the particular choice because we obtain the
quantum theory by finding representations of the underlying classical alge-
bra. In the case of the holonomy–flux algebra the first representation that
was found is the Ashtekar–Lewandowski [38, 39] representation discussed in
section 4. Interestingly, later the LOST-theorem [18] proved that this is
the only representation of the holonomy–flux algebra if the symmetries of
the theory, particularly the spatial diffeomorphisms are taken very seriously.
Other representation that violate one of the assumptions used in the LOST-
theorem were found by Sahlmann and Koslowski [22]. We finished section
4 by introducing spin networks which provide an orthornormal basis for the
kinematical Hilbert space. Beside being a very useful tool as far as com-
putations in loop quantum gravity are concerned they also deliver insight
into the question how quantum states look like in loop quantum gravity.
Each spin network is defined on a graph that consists of a finite number of
edges that are one–dimensional objects embedded into the spatial manifold
we obtained from 3+1 split. These edges are labeled with so called spin
quantum numbers and the vertices of the graph carry intertwiners. These
data can be understood as describing a particular state of quantum geom-
etry at the kinematical level and by varying these data we would obtain
different states of quantum geometry. To go beyond the kinematical level
we have to consider the dynamics of quantum geometry that is described
by the quantum Einstein’s equations. These are the classical analogue of
Einstein’s equations in general relativity. In the context of Dirac quanti-
zation for constrained systems the formulation of the quantum Einstein’s
equations requires to implement the classical constraints as operators on the
kinematical Hilbert space. If one considers a reduced phase space quantiza-
tion approach for loop quantum gravity[13], then formulating the dynamics
requires to define a (physical) Hamiltonian on the physical Hilbert space.
The latter is obtained by quantizing directly the reduced phase space. A
more detailed presentation of the quantum dynamics can be found in the
chapter by Laddha and Varadarajan in [1]. In section 5 we only start to
introduce the topic of quantum dynamics and we restrict our discussion to
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the construction of solutions to the Gauss constraint only. The correspond-
ing solutions are gauge invariant spin network functions and the remaining
dynamical operators associated with finite spatial diffeomorphisms and the
infinitesimal Hamiltonian constraint are well defined on the gauge invariant
Hilbert space. We finished this article with a brief review on geometrical
operators. These are operators associated with geometrical quantities like
length, area and volume. That these operators can be implemented is a spe-
cial property of the kinematical representation used in loop quantum gravity
and related to the fact that holonomies as well as fluxes are used as the
elementary variables. In a Fock representation, used in ordinary quantum
field theory, those operators are not well defined. At the kinematical level
the spectrum of the area operator can be computed analytically and inter-
estingly it turns out to be discrete and a smallest non-vanishing eigenvalues
exist a so called area gap. For the volume and length operator the complete
spectrum is still unknown but one has analyzed the volume operator for spe-
cial spin networks states with low valence [32].
The kinematical setup introduced in this review provides the mathemati-
cal foundation for most of the research done in loop quantum gravity. In the
context of loop quantum cosmology, that is a symmetry reduced model for
loop quantum gravity and introduced in the chapter by Agullo and Singh in
[1], the kinematical representation discussed here is adopted and specialized
to the context of cosmological models. Also the particular implementation
of the quantum Einstein’s equations discussed in the chapter by Laddha and
Varadarajan in [1] is closely related to the choice of the kinematical repre-
sentation. In the context of black hole physics the area operator plays an
important role and provides new insights on a quantum mechanical descrip-
tion of the black hole entropy as discussed in the chapter by Barbero and
Perez in [1]. Furthermore, a motivation for spin foam models, which aim
to provide the corresponding covariant formulation of loop quantum gravity
in the context of path integral quantization, is again the kinematical frame-
work presented in this chapter. Therefore, also in the covariant approach
the kinematical Hilbert space plays an important role. More details on the
covariant approach can be found in the chapters by Bianchi, Dittrich and
Oriti in [1].
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